The formalisms describing the evaporation of complex fragments on the basis of the final state phase space are shown to be seriously inaccurate. The relevance of shape polarization is discussed and new expressions for the decay widths and the kinetic energy distributions are derived .
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The neutron evaporation is well described by the express~on introduced byWeisskopf l ,2 on the basis of the detailed balance equation:
r( E:)d£ = 2m cr.' (E:) £ P * ( E-B -£) d£ rr~2,p(E) lnv, ,~ , , where E is the compound nucleus excitation energy:, Bn' is the rieutron binding energy, £ ,and m are·the neutron kinetic energy and mass respectively, cr. lnv is the cross section for ~he inverse process, p(E) and P*(E-B N -£) are the level densities for the compound and residual nucleus.,respectively.
In a more accuratetreatment,the inverse cross section is expiicitly written down in terms of the penetrability coefficients T t associated with specific t waves and the level density is considered angular momentum dependent.
COIripletely similar expressions are frequently used to describe the evaporation of complex particles like alpha particles and larger fragments~3
In such cases, the inverse cross section is calculated from an opticai model which fits the experimental particle-induced reaction cross section. The significance of cr inv ~n eq. (1), or of the penetrability coefficients in more ,sophisticated formulae, arises from a very simplified expr,ession for the probability of the inverse transition:
o. x velocity lnv ,",'
The use of eq. (1) Therefore the use of an experimental cross section or of equivalent quantities
given by an optical model, may grossly misrepresent the number and the relevance of the degrees of freedom (especially the collective ones) involved in the process.
In order to describe the evaporation process more in detail, we assume that the decay rate is determined not by the final state but by a transition state, similar to that of fission. If a highly asymmetric masssplitting is considered, the critical shape corresponding to a fission saddle I point is highly necked-in and the mass asymmetry degree of freedom can be considered frozen because of the very large inertial mass. I Furthermore, the critical point is very close to the splitting point, so that the distributions of the dynamical quantities at the two points are either the same or are very strongly correlated.
The critical point can be called the "ridge point" in analogy to the "saddle point" because it is located on a ridge of the potential energy surface plotted versus the mass asymmetry coordinate (Fig. lA) .
As an illustration, the following simple parameterization for the ridge point shapes can be chosen: a sphere (the small fragment) in contact with the pole of a spheroid (the residual nucleus). Tne ridge point can be found by minimizing the potential energy of the system with respect toa parameter ~ describing the deformation of the spheroid. If the small fragment is charged, the large fragment becomes deformed, thus making the ridge point height lower than the nominal coulomb barrier. The potential energy versus -4-the deformation parameter 1-has a minimum at the'ridge point:
quadratic approximation one can write:
. '
in the-
. (3) where B is the height of the ridge point. Similarly the Coulomb interaction energy, which decreases monotonically with deformation, can be expanded to first order in ~/ at the "ridge point:
where V is the Coulomb interaction of the two particles at the ridge point. o
Two observations can be made,:
(i) Since the ridge point configuration is char,acterized by a deformed large fragment, the light fragments can be emitted below the nominal Coulomb barrier (Coulomb interaction of two touching spheres).
( ,ener.gy widths as, compared with the temp~r8:ture." A similar effect occurs in the fission process .. and has been described'by Nix. l The kinetic energy distribution can be evaluated in more detaiL The total kinetic energy can be taken as the sum of two contributions: the first contribution is due to the The differential dec8\Y width can be written as:
where B is the height of the ridge point, p~ is the conjugate momentum of 1r '
m"'l) is the inertia along the same coordinate, p(E) is the compound nucleus level density and p* is the level density at the ridge point. The canonical expansion of eq. (4) is:
= By integration over P-t' one obtains:
By further integration over E and -t and by re-incorporating the contribution of the collective mode into the level density, one obtains the total decay width:
This decay width is completely analogous to the fission decay width and differs from the neutron decay width given in eq. (1). The reason for this difference is the following: In the case of neutron emission one considers the phase space associated with the motiop of the neutron in a three dimensional cartesian space. In the charged particle emission, as in fission, one has only one unbound mode in the transition state instead of three. Therefore the phase -6-space is correspondingly reduced.
The final kinetic energy distribution, can now be, cal'culated., By employing the Coulomb interaction energy given by eq. (4) 'the total 'kinetic energy"canbe assUmed to 'be:":<;
= ,E: :t V" f:.c....,
In this expression , the contribution to t'be final kinetic energy of the modes normal to the fission-like coordinate is assumed to come from the potential 
which is not a M~ellian. This is to be expected because some relevant col- , and that this potential energy is' essentia.lly of electrostatic nature. ,'l'he 2rrp dp dp dE: 21TP(E)h 2 
which is the expected Maxwellian distribution.
In Figs. 2, 3, 4 , and 5 the calculated kinetic energy distributions are plotted for the emi ss ion of 4He " 9Be , 12C, 20Ne from the compound nucleus 236u at various temperatures.
It can be observed that for small p values, (corresponding, for ins_tM~e to the emission of an alpha particle) the kinetic energy distribution is quite stressed that, to a large extent, eq.~ (17) is independent of·. the parameterization insofar as the quantity p can be defined unE';!quivocally.
As the small fragment becomes more comple:x,.the above parameterization may become insufficient. The addition of a defqrmation coordinate for the small fragment as well as of other collective normal. modes becomeE! very important.
Furthermore the increasing specific h~at of the small fragm\=nt makes ~ecessary to account also for its level density. However f0r.spec~fic fragments like ,- 
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